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Richard Pan Invades the Doctor-Patient Relationship
Latest effort a gross override of the Hippocratic Oath
Sacramento – State Senator Richard Pan, the author of SB 277, a law that requires
kindergartners to get twenty-seven different doses of medication and fifteen different shots or forego a
public education, has indicated his 2019 plans include overriding doctors’ free will. Legislation or
other efforts to this end would be an unprecedented and dangerous intrusion into the doctor-patient
relationship.
Pan recently detailed these plans in multiple different interviews, where he claimed there is a
problem with “medical exemptions” – i.e., official opinions by a doctor that if a child is vaccinated,
that child could suffer harm. Medical exemptions are extremely rare, and doctors grant them only if a
child or a family member suffers from things like a debilitating disease (such as leukemia), or if a child
or a family member had a well-documented negative reaction to a vaccine or one of its ingredients.1
Just 0.7% of students obtain such an exemption, up from 0.2% before the passage of SB 277, a change
that is not statistically significant. The total number of children exempt from the state’s vaccine
requirements (i.e., including those 1.1% exempt due to disabilities) has actually dropped since the
passage of SB 277, going from 2.6% to 1.9%, indicating that Pan’s plan is a solution in search of a
problem.2
Yet Pan implied that some doctors are charging to issue exemptions, a fact unsupported by any
evidence.3 Doctors charge for all services they provide, but they are guided by time-worn medical and
legal principles, both under state law, state licensing and traditions like the Hippocratic oath. Pan’s
planned attempt to crack down on doctors granting exemptions, would almost certainly get in the way
of a doctor making an evaluation based on empirical, scientific evidence. “Imagine being the parents
of a child who the federal government concluded was injured because of a condition that made them
susceptible to vaccines, and then your family doctor tells you she is too terrified to exempt your
younger child from those same vaccines, because the thought police might take her license. That’s
what Dr. Pan apparently has planned,” said Christina Hildebrand, President and Founder of A Voice for
Choice, a non-profit that advocates for medical freedom. “I can’t imagine what good would come from
the government regulating a doctor’s free will to diagnose as he sees fit – it starts to resemble
regulation of free speech,” Hildebrand concluded.
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https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/SB_277_Signing_Message.pdf
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/Immunization/20172018KindergartenSummaryReport.pdf
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/kids-health/some-doctors-helping-anti-vaccine-parents-get-medical-exemptionsn963011

Pan, a politician representing the Sacramento region, is a regular beneficiary of campaign
contributions from the pharmaceutical industry, averaging just shy of $100,000 from it every legislative
session. He is the top recipient of such funds in the state legislature, and the pharmaceutical industry,
in turn, is his largest contributor.4
“Any legislation or action on behalf of drugmakers that interferes with a doctor’s individual
judgment will be hotly contested,” said Hildebrand. “We cannot let government determine what is in
the best interests of any individual, overriding the doctor-patient relationship. Every doctor and patient
in the state should be alarmed if such action is brought forward. If this can be done with vaccinations,
what medical treatment will be next? Patients need to be able to trust their doctors and not worry that
they are being pressured or worried that their honest, scientifically based medical judgement will be
overruled by a legislatively appointed official who has never met them.”
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